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FAST Act/Seriously Delinquent Tax 
Certification to Department of State

• Legislation review

• Implementation date

• Roles of IRS and Department of State

• Avoiding passport denial/revocation

Presenter
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On December 4, 2015 Congress enacted the Fixing America’s Service Transportation Act.  IRC § 7345.Section 32101 of the FAST Act, requires the denial and authorizes the revocation or limitation of passports of taxpayers certified to the State Department as having a seriously delinquent tax debt. A seriously delinquent tax debt is an unpaid, legally enforceable federal tax liability of an individual that is assessed, greater than $50,000 and:  For which a Notice of Federal Tax Lien has been filed, and the taxpayer’s right to a hearing on the filing of the Notice of Federal Tax Lien has been exhausted or has lapsed, or A levy has been issuedSeriously delinquent tax debt doesn’t include debt: Being timely paid under an approved installment agreement (IA) Being timely paid under an accepted offer in compromise (OIC)Collection suspended because of a request for or pending due process hearing in connection with a levy Collection suspended because the taxpayer made an innocent spouse election or requested  innocent spouse relief Individual in combat zone (certification delayed will be delayed while in combat zone) There may be some additional exclusions.  If so, they will be included in the IRM in sometime around October of this year. The IRS is working with the Department of State, which oversees administration of passports, to implement this provision.We're developing a secure data exchange for transmission of data between the IRS and the Department of State. The IRS will notify the Department of State of taxpayers with seriously delinquent tax debt.   The Department of State will generally not issue a new passport to the taxpayer or renew a passport after receiving notification that the taxpayer owes a seriously delinquent tax debt.The IRS is required to notify the taxpayer by letter or notice (CP508C) of the certification at the time it's made to the Department of State. The Department of State will also issue a letter or notice to certified taxpayers who apply for a new or renewed passport. The Department of State will allow certified applicants up to 90 days to resolve their seriously delinquent tax liability prior to denial of their passport application.If a taxpayer has a valid passport, the Department of State may revoke the passport or limit the taxpayer’s travel to return to the United States after receiving certification of the taxpayer’s seriously delinquent tax debt.   The legislation allows the taxpayer to bring civil action against the United States in district court or Tax Court to determine whether the certification is erroneous, or the IRS failed to reverse the certification when required to do so. Generally, the IRS will notify the Department of State of a reversal  within 30 days of the date the certification is reversed when the taxpayer: Fully pays the amount owed Makes an alternative arrangement to pay (enters into an IA or accepted OIC) Requests a hearing under IRC 6330 Makes innocent spouse election or request innocent spouse relief  The IRS will notify the Department of State of an erroneous certification as soon as practical.  Note: A Substitute for Return (6020b) liability is valid unless and until an amended return is filed and processed.  IRS will notify the taxpayer by letter of the reversal of certification (CP508R) at the time it notifies the Department of State of the reversal. The IRS will implement the process as soon as feasible and as effectively as possible. IRS.gov has information for taxpayers about passport legislation (search passport). 



Private Debt Collection

• Private Collection Agencies (PCA)

• Cases assigned to PCAs

• IRS and PCA notify taxpayer & representative

• PCAs must adhere to Fair Debt Collection 

Practices Act
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Section 32102 of the Fixing America’s Surface Transportation Act (FAST Act) also requires the IRS to use private collection agencies for the collection of accounts where taxpayers owe money but we’re no longer actively working the cases.  IRC § 6306.Immediately after the president signed the FAST Act into law, the IRS began initial preparations for the private debt collection program, including:Creating a timeline to implement the program successfullyTo protect taxpayer data, collaborating with the Information Technology section of the IRS to efficiently and securely select and transfer cases to private collection agenciesEstablishing performance metrics to evaluate the success of the programFollowing the federal procurement requirements to contract with private collection agencies   In February 2016, the IRS held a bidders conference to collect feedback for launching an effective private debt collection program.In September 2016, the IRS awarded contracts to following private collection agencies:CBE GroupConServePerformantPioneerPrivate collection agencies (PCAs) will work on taxpayer accounts: When removed from active IRS inventory because of lack of resources or inability to locate the taxpayerWhen more than a third of the generally 10-year statute of limitations for collection has passed and there has been no assignment to an IRS employee for collectionWhen 365 days have passed without taxpayer or third party interaction to further collection of the accountThe private collection agency will work with the taxpayer and the representative (if the taxpayer has a representative) to help them resolve the unpaid account. The IRS will provide the agency with relevant tax account information through secure data transfer. Private collection agencies (PCA) can set up and monitor payment arrangements that will full pay within the earlier of 5 years or the collection expiration date. Arrangements that exceed 5 years, but full pay within the earlier of 7 years or the CSED, require IRS approval. IRS refers to these arrangements as "PCA payment arrangements." There are no fees for setting up an installment agreement with a private collection agency.Private collection agencies won't collect financial information, such as the CIS interviews you may have had with an ROPrivate collection agencies can't take any type of enforcement action, such as issuing a levy, or filing a notice of lien. Private collection agencies can't make determinations to accept or reject offers in compromise or report accounts currently not collectible. The following taxpayer accounts will not be assigned to a private collection agency and will be returned to the IRS. These involve taxpayers who are:DeceasedUnder the age of 18In a designated combat zoneVictims of tax-related identity theft Currently under examination, litigation, criminal investigation or subject to a levySubject to pending or active offers in compromiseSubject to an installment agreementSubject to a right of appeal Classified as innocent spouse casesTaxpayers in a presidentially declared disaster requesting relief from collectionThe IRS will not assign currently not collectible accounts to private collection agencies because they are considered outside of potentially collectible inventory. Once the IRS assigns a taxpayer to the private collection agency, the IRS will direct the taxpayer to the private collection agency to resolve the taxpayer's tax liability, not reassign their case to a revenue officer or ACS. Taxpayers working with a private collection agency will have the same rights as taxpayers working with the IRS. Under the new law, private collection agencies will be able to identify themselves as contractors of the IRS collecting taxes.Private debt collectors will be expected to be courteous and respect taxpayers’ rights.Employees of the private collection agencies must follow provisions of the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act and IRC section 6340, Fair Tax Collection Practices, to the extent it supersedes the FDCPAThe IRS will do everything it can to help taxpayers avoid confusion and understand their rights and tax responsibilities, particularly in light of continuing scams where callers impersonate IRS personnel and request immediate payment. THIS IS VERY IMPORTANT TO US!The IRS will send taxpayers and their representative written notice (Notice CP40) that it's transferring their accounts to a private collection agency and includes Publication 4518, What You Can Expect When the IRS Assigns Your Account to a Private Collection Agency. The IRS Notice CP40 contains the following: The taxpayer’s assigned 10-digit Taxpayer Authentication Number for a two-party verification process  During telephone contact, the private collection agency will ask taxpayers to provide the first five numbers of the Taxpayer Authentication Number and the private collection agency will provide the remaining five numbers to the taxpayer.The assigned private collection agency's name, address and phone number  that’s going to be included on the notice, tooA live assistor will be on all PCA calls, so there are no robo calls.Private collection agencies will not request payment be made directly to them or via prepaid debit, iTunes or gift card.The IRS and private collection agencies will inform taxpayers that electronic payment options are on IRS.gov, Pay Your Tax Bill. Payment by check will be payable to the U.S. Treasury and sent directly to IRS, not the private collection agency. The IRS will list all of the private collection agencies with phone numbers on IRS.gov to further authenticate the agencies as IRS contractors.The IRS encourages taxpayers to verify the private collection agency's phone number on IRS.gov prior to calling a number received in a letter.For information on scams, visit “Tax Scams and Consumer Alerts” on IRS.gov.Revenue collected by private collection agencies will be in addition to revenue already coming in through our IRS collection operations and will provide needed support to close the nation’s tax gap.Find more information about the private debt collection program on IRS.gov. Search "private debt collection." 



Installment Agreements

• Online Payment Agreement Application 

(OPA)

–Who can use OPA

• Other installment agreements
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Now, let’s talk about installment or payment agreements … specifically our Online Payment Agreement Application (OPA). The online payment agreement application provides taxpayers with a simple and convenient way to establish a short-term payment plan or monthly installment agreement. Why do we promote the use of our Online Payment Agreement Application?I insist on polite and courteous treatment of all taxpayers, but I have no allusions that any taxpayer wants to be my customerImagine if you could, in the privacy of your home or office, go on line and just give yourself an agreement – without any in person or telephonic contact with the IRS?The OPA is a tool that has been around for several years and nearly 3 million taxpayers qualify to use it, but only a small fraction of them even attempt to set one up.Put simply, it’s faster, cheaper and easier for all concerned. Setting up a payment plan online is much faster than sending in a written request for an installment agreement or than calling on our customer service phone line. In addition, lower user fees apply to agreements established online. The fees are lower still for those who elect to make their payments by direct debit. Who can use OPA?The majority of individual taxpayers with a balance due can set up a payment plan using the online payment agreement application. Their authorized representatives can also set up a payment plan on the taxpayer’s behalf. Some business taxpayers can also use OPA but online payment plans for businesses are limited.The basic criteria are:Any type of tax owedBalance less than or equal to $50,000Those with a balance due of $25,001 – $50,000 payments must be direct debitAll required returns filedMinimum payment has to be greater than or equal to 1/72 of balance, and  have to pay off in six yearsApproximately 90 percent of the individual taxpayers who request an Installment Agreement could do so using OPA.  To clarify the criteria:  When we say an individual taxpayer with any type of tax owed the simple way to think about it is – any liability where the controlling account number is an SSN or Individual Tax ID Number, including a trust fund recovery penalty assessment against a responsible individual. A balance due of $50,000 or less means the aggregate assessed on all tax returns or penalty periods.The aggregate assessed balance is the sum of all assessed tax, penalty and interest. This amount does not include any accrued penalty and interest.You can find the aggregate assessed balance on the taxpayer’s billing notice – or – by visiting the IRS.gov/payments page and using the “view your balance online” tool. If the individual taxpayer has an aggregate balance of between $25,000 and $50,000, the Online Payment Agreement requires them to use direct debit option to make their monthly payments. Use of direct debit payments greatly reduces the probability of default. We will not allow an installment payment agreement unless the taxpayer has filed all required returns and we know what they owe. The aggregate assessed balance due must be paid in 72 monthly installments or less, thus the minimum acceptable monthly payment is 1/72 of that aggregate assessed balance. One caveat on the minimum monthly payment amount – it must be enough to pay the balance owed within the statutory period for collection, that’s generally ten years from the “date of assessment” or the date the balance due account was created. Therefore, if there were less than 72 months remaining on the CSED, the OPA would have to FP in less than 72 mos.A few more points before I move on: First – Taxpayers can use OPA to set up a payment plan before they get a bill from us and the sooner they begin paying, the less their penalty and interest charges will be. If the taxpayer e-files, they can set up a payment plan using OPA as soon as they get confirmation that their return has been accepted. If they file on paper, it’s best they wait a couple weeks before using OPA to set up their payment plan. Second – taxpayers with a balance due above $50,000 can pay-down the aggregate balance first to qualify to use OPA. However, you have to pay down the balance first then use OPA to set up the installment agreement. For example, taxpayer will owe $60,000. They send in their return with a $20,000 payment leaving a balance of $40,000 owed. The taxpayer can now use OPA to set up a payment plan. Finally, if a taxpayer’s case is assigned to a revenue officer, they are going to have to work with that revenue officer to resolve the case. They can’t use OPA to set up a payment plan.Not everyone is comfortable with – or capable of using – an online application.For those who want to or have to, there is always the written application for installment agreement, Form 9465Calling the IRS or visiting one of our offices.For low income taxpayers who apply for a payment agreement in writing or with one of our representatives, the user fee is only $43. However, for most who apply in writing, the user fee is $225 if they make their payments by mailing us a monthly check. Compare that to the $31 fee for anyone who sets up their payment agreement online and makes their payments by direct debit, it’s the lowest cost-lowest fee option.



Offer in Compromise

• OIC Pre-Qualifier Tool

• Policy/procedure updates

• User fee
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Now let’s talk about offers in compromise.This is not a new program.  An offer in compromise (offer) is an agreement between you (the taxpayer) and the IRS that settles a tax debt for less than the full amount owed. The ultimate goal is a compromise that suits the best interest of both the taxpayer and the IRS. To be considered, generally you must make an appropriate offer based on what the IRS considers your true ability to pay. Submitting an application, Form 656, which is found in the 656-B (Offer in Compromise Booklet), does not ensure that the IRS will accept your offer.It begins a process of evaluation and verification by the IRS, taking into consideration any special circumstances that might affect your ability to pay.If you want to see if you qualify for an offer before filling out the paperwork, you should use the Offer in Compromise Pre-Qualifier tool. The questionnaire format of this tool assists in gathering the information needed and provides instant feedback as to your eligibility based on the information you provided. The tool will also assist you in determining a preliminary offer amount for consideration of an acceptable offer. The Pre-Qualifier tool is located on our website at www.irs.gov.Before your offer can be considered, you must:File all tax returns you are legally required to fileHave received a bill for at least one tax debt included on your offerMake all required estimated tax payments for the current yearMake all required federal tax deposits for the current quarter if you are a business owner with employeesYour offer may be returned if you have not filed all tax returns you are legally required to file, or are not making all required estimated tax payments or federal tax deposits … or you haven’t received at least one bill.Penalties and interest will continue to accrue during consideration of your offer. After you file your offer, you must continue to timely file and pay all required tax returns, estimated tax payments and federal tax deposits. If your offer is accepted, you must continue to stay current with all tax filing and payment obligations through the fifth year after your offer is accepted (including any extensions). In addition, you are not eligible to submit an offer unless the trust fund portion of the tax is paid or the Trust Fund Recovery Penalty determinations have been made on all potentially responsible individual(s). However, if you are submitting the offer as a victim of payroll service provider fraud or failure, the trust fund assessment discussed above is not required.If you or your business is currently in an open bankruptcy proceeding, you are not eligible to apply for an offer. Any resolution of your outstanding tax debts generally must take place within the context of your bankruptcy proceeding.Generally, the IRS will first determine if you can full pay through an installment agreement or equity in assets. If it is determined that you can fully pay, your offer cannot be considered unless you have extenuating circumstances. If your offer is accepted, the IRS will keep any refund, including interest, for tax periods extending through the calendar year that the IRS accepts the offer.If you have a legitimate doubt that you owe part or all of the tax debt, complete and submit a Form 656-L, Offer in Compromise (Doubt as to Liability). A hardship is not applicable with this type of offer.The IRS may file a NFTL (Notice of Federal Tax Lien) while your offer is being considered. However, a NFTL will usually not be filed until a final decision has been made on your offer.An offer cannot be accepted for processing if the IRS has referred your case, or cases, involving all of the liabilities identified in the offer to the Department of Justice.  Once a case is referred to the Department of Justice, any settlement is referred to as an offer in settlement and must be considered by them … DOJ.The IRS may levy your assets up to the time that the IRS official signs and acknowledges your offer as pending. In addition, the IRS may keep any proceeds received from the levy. If your assets are levied after your offer is pending, immediately contact the IRS person whose name and phone number is listed on the levy. If you currently have an approved installment agreement, you will not be required to make your installment agreement payments while your offer is being considered. If your offer is not accepted and you have not incurred any additional tax debt, your installment agreement with the IRS will be reinstated with no additional fee.Offers require a $186 user fee, unless you are an individual or you’re operating as a sole proprietor, or are a disregarded single member Limited Liability Company (LLC) taxed as a sole proprietor and your household gross income meets the Low Income Certification guidelines.You must select a payment option and include the payment with your offer. If you meet low income guidelines, you are not required to include any payments with your offer. The amount of the initial payment and subsequent payments will depend on the total amount of your offer and which of the following payment options you choose: Lump Sum Cash: This option requires 20 percent of the total offer amount to be paid with the offer and the remaining balance paid in 5 or fewer payments or within 5 or fewer months of the date your offer is accepted. Periodic Payment: This option requires the first payment to be paid with the offer and the remaining balance paid within 6 to 24 months, in accordance with your proposed terms.Under this option, you must continue to make monthly payments while the IRS is evaluating your offer. Failure to make these payments will cause your offer to be returned. There is no appeal. Total payments must equal the total offer amount. All payments sent in with your offer, and made during consideration of the offer, will be applied to your tax debt. The payments cannot be returned to you unless you pay more than the required payment and designate it as a deposit.If you do not have sufficient cash to pay for your offer, you may need to consider borrowing money from a bank, friends, and/or family. Other options may include borrowing against or selling other assets. You may not pay your offer amount with an expected or current tax refund, money already paid, funds attached by any collection action, or anticipated benefits from a capital or net operating loss. Important Policy Changes to discuss… Background: In May 2016, Collection adopted a policy of returning offer applications without consideration in cases where the applicant had not filed all required returns. In addition to returning the user fee, the initial payment required under the Tax Increase Prevention and Reconciliation Act (TIPRA) was returned to the applicant. … however, recently ... Counsel has advised that the IRS must not return an Offer applicant’s TIPRA payment when it can be applied to an assessed tax liability – effective March 27, 2017. The reasons for the modification were:  Resource constraints   Focus resources on the core mission of reviewing offer applications from those who meet the qualifying requirements. Reduce offer processing times for those taxpayers that met the qualifying requirements, were facing financial hardship and seeking a fresh start (applicants in compliance experienced a delay while we worked with taxpayers not in compliance). Upon further review, Counsel has revised their opinion and advised that IRS cannot return an Offer applicant’s initial payment when the taxpayer has an assessed liability because the payment must be applied to the assessed liability. This new policy became effective with the release of the March 2017 Offer in Compromise Booklet (Form 656-B). 



Notice of Federal Tax Lien

• When a lien arises

• When notice of lien is filed
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Our next topic is about Notices of Federal Tax Liens.A federal tax lien is the government’s legal claim against your property when you neglect or fail to pay a tax debt. The lien protects the government’s interest in all your property, including real estate, personal property and financial assets. A federal tax lien exists after the IRS:Assesses your liability (puts your balance due on the books)Sends you a bill that explains how much you owe (Notice and Demand for Payment)You neglect or refuse to fully pay the debt in timeWhen you owe taxes, the IRS sends notices and makes other attempts to resolve your liability. If the liability is not satisfied, the IRS may file a Notice of Federal Tax Lien to protect the government’s interest. A notice of federal tax lien is a public document to alert creditors that the government has a legal right to your property. The notice is filed with the recording office that has jurisdiction where you live or where your assets are located. Most often, the recording office is the county recorder or clerk of courts. The notice of lien establishes the priority of the government among your other creditors. Once a notice of lien is filed, it cannot be released until your tax debt is paid or the liability is no longer enforceable. We are required to release your lien within 30 days after you have satisfied your tax debt. A situation may arise after the notice of lien is filed where you need relief from the lien but you cannot satisfy the liability. When conditions are met, the Internal Revenue Code allows the IRS certain options to address the impact of a lien.What are some options to the lien?Discharge of propertyIf you are selling property but the proceeds from the sale will be insufficient to satisfy the lien, you may apply for a Certificate of Discharge. A "discharge" removes the lien from specific property allowing you to transfer the property free of the lien. To request a discharge, you must provide the IRS with details of the transaction such as:How much the property is worthHow much you are selling it forInformation about the other liens on the propertyAnd the amount of the closing costsThe IRS will use this information to determine the equity in the property and the value of our interest. In some situations where a first mortgage exceeds the value of the property, our interest may be zero. If the IRS receives its interest or it is shown we have no equitable interest, we will issue a certificate of discharge. The lien will remain in place against all your other assets and you will still owe the liability, but the specific property discharged from the lien can be freely transferred to the buyer. For more information, see Publication 783, Instructions on How to Apply for Certificate of Discharge from Federal Tax Lien.SubordinationIf you are refinancing an existing loan or borrowing additional money on your property, but you can’t borrow enough to pay the IRS liability in full, you may apply for a Certificate of Subordination. When the IRS “subordinates” its lien, it means we are allowing another creditor to have a higher priority claim on your property.  The subordination process is much like the discharge process. You provide us details about the transaction such as How much you are borrowingWhat the property is worthInformation about the existing liens on the propertyAnd, how you plan to use the borrowed fundsThe IRS will use this information to determine the value of its interest in the property and whether we should receive proceeds from the financing. If it is shown that we are receiving our interest and that subordinating is in the best interest of the government, a certificate of subordination can be issued. Another way of looking at this is by helping you get the financing you need, by subordinating our interest, it will facilitate collection of the tax A subordination does not remove the lien from your property nor resolve your liability. It only allows the financing company to have a priority claim ahead of the IRS.For more information about subordinations, see Publication 784, Instructions on How to Apply for a Certificate of Subordination of Federal Tax Lien.Whenever you need a discharge or subordination, we urge you to contact the Collection Advisory Group early in the process so that it can begin work on your request.WithdrawalUnder certain conditions, the IRS may withdraw the notice of lien from the public record. In withdrawing a notice of lien, the IRS is advising other creditors that we are relinquishing the priority position of the notice of federal tax lien. The withdrawal is not a release—you still owe your tax debt. Also, a withdrawal is not appropriate for situations that can be resolved with a certificate of discharge or subordination.  (more information for clarification if needed What is being said is that a NFTL withdrawal should not be requested or considered if the situation at hand can be resolved by a certificate of discharge or subordination.  For example, if the taxpayer is selling a piece of property and cannot full pay the liability, a certificate of discharge should be requested, not a withdrawal. The discharge will allow the specific property to be transferred to the purchaser free of the lien and our NFTL will stay in place to maintain our priority against other assets of the taxpayer.)Withdrawing a notice of lien is at the discretion of the IRS. To request a withdrawal, you need to show that the notice of lien was: Filed in errorYou entered a payment agreement that didn’t address the notice of lien.Or, that withdrawing the notice of lien will facilitate collection of the tax debt or is otherwise in the best interest of the government. You also would be eligible to have the notice of lien withdrawn if you owe less than $25,000 and enter an agreement to pay the debt in less than 5 years.You must REQUEST a withdrawal, though.  Get the form at our website. Form 12277There are even videos on the website that walk you through the process.
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Why Emphasize Employment Tax Compliance?Did you know, the majority of the country’s revenue is collected by the IRS…that‘s over three trillion dollars in gross income.And, did you over 70 percent of it comes from taxes withheld in trust by employers? Unfortunately, not all employers follow the law and remit those withheld taxes to the Treasury.Their noncompliance gives them an unfair business advantage over the vast majority of other businesses that play by the rules.Trust fund payroll tax delinquencies have always been and continue to be a high priority for IRS.Traditionally, IRS revenue officers have addressed this segment of non-compliance … and over 60 percent of ROs’ casework involves businesses.Many ROs:Visit the business after the taxes are owedConduct lengthy investigative interviews of ability to pay and determine potential liability for the TFRP (Trust Fund Recovery Penalty)They take enforcement actions such as liens, levies and seizures possibleLengthy installment agreements, hardship determinations, and bankruptcy doesn’t always resolve the problemAnd, all this can often take and RO between 12 – 15 months working on each caseMore and more, when these traditional approaches don’t work we are also seeking remedies such as civil injunction and criminal referrals in collaboration with IRS Counsel, CI and the Dept. of Justice.Disqualified Employment Tax Levy (DETL) is another collection tool utilized by ROs to assist in collection of employment tax. The DETL is one of the exceptions to the pre-levy notice requirements of IRC 6330. Revenue officers use this type of levy when the taxpayer has repeatedly requested CDP hearings to deter collection efforts and is currently pyramiding.It sounds like, and probably is, not the preferred interaction of our customers and may feel intrusive and more “reactive”Many businesses will tell us, and you, “If I’d only known the consequences!”The decline in our resources has forced some compromises. However, IRS will not compromise on payroll tax compliance. Addressing this compliance concern with our reduced resources required us, instead, to innovate and utilize a more proactive approach.EDUCATIONAL ROLE AND EARLY INTERACTIONImagine if my enforcement personnel could visit you before a balance is assessed, at the first signs of falling behind, with no enforcement authority?Well, we discovered we already had one of the original “proactive” tools in Collection, the FTD Alert – since 1972We worked on improving its predictive accuracy in 2015 and 2016. The improvements to the program helped us realize a 12% increase in compliant behavior by employers when they met face –to-face with an RO.A brief 30 minute to 1 hour conversation with an RO, to understand better your obligations and an opportunity to self-correct is our preferred relationship with America’s employers.We want to see American businesses thrive, and succeed – enforcement is always our last resort.The alerts were part of the Early Interaction Initiative – one of the first Future State Initiatives, and a key way for us to bring the Taxpayer Bill of Rights to life – the Right to be Informed, specifically.If an alert is assigned to a field revenue officer… The RO explains the purpose for the visit, what our information shows, and tries to determine if they are really falling behind.  Where the employer has an explanation for the decline in payroll tax deposits, a reduction in staff or reorganization for example, Collection will close the case. Where a delinquency exists, Field Collection will work with the employer to correct the delinquent condition going forward and address the unpaid tax, penalty and interest.Most FTD Alerts are worked by field revenue officers and involve unannounced contact with the taxpayer in the field. Sometimes the Alert must be worked by phone – and in those cases, a notice is sent the taxpayer in advance of our call.



Field Collection
Working with a Revenue Officer 

• What is a revenue officer?

• What is their role?
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In an age of impersonation scams and anxiety about IRS contacts in the field with taxpayers and third parties, we want to increase external awareness about the IRS’ field presence. So, waiting for a time when an appointment can be scheduled with the taxpayer would be inconsistent with the proactive nature of the RO’s job. A small portion of RO’s work involves proactive outreach to employers, called Federal Tax Deposit Alerts, I just mentioned them. When an RO visits a taxpayer, that taxpayer usually (but not always) has received at least one letter (called a “notice”) from the IRS advising him/her that he/she owes back taxes and/or has failed to file a tax return for one or more years. It is because that situation is still unresolved that a revenue officer must visit the taxpayer to meet face-to-face. As I was saying earlier, we’re in an age of impersonation scams and anxiety about IRS contacts in the field with taxpayers and third parties.Let me go over a few things a revenue officer contacting a taxpayer will and will not doThe Revenue Officer Will:Provide two forms of official credentials called a pocket commission and a Homeland Security Presidential Directive-12 card. You have the right to ask to see both of these credentials. If these aren’t sufficient, you can ask for a number at the IRS office to speak with a supervisor or peer officer who can identify them.IRS revenue officers generally may call or come to a residence or business unannounced to collect a tax debt. They WILL NOT demand that you make an immediate payment to a source other than the U.S. Treasury. There is a national number for Law Enforcement only to call to confirm an RO if Police are called by the taxpayer.Some RO’s are now contacting the local Police Department prior to their arrival in town but of course they cannot say where they are going (privacy concerns) only they are in town i.e. North side, South, Central etcThe Revenue Officer Will Not:Demand that you use a specific payment method, such as a prepaid debit card, gift card or wire transfer. The IRS will not ask for your debit or credit card numbers over the phone. Demand that you pay taxes without the opportunity to question or appeal the amount they say you owe. Generally, the IRS will first mail you a bill if you owe any taxes. You will also be advised of your rights as a taxpayer.They’re not going to threaten to bring in local police or other law-enforcement to have you arrested for not paying. The IRS also cannot revoke your driver’s license, business licenses or immigration status. Threats like these are common tactics scam artists use to trick victims into buying into their schemes.
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That’s all I’ve got for you onPassports & Private debt collection under the FAST ActInstallment agreements, Offers in compromiseTax lien issues, Employment tax compliance and Working with Field Collection
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